HTL SUN UVGI

A powerful alternative to sterilization: UV STERILISATION

HTL SUN UVGI

CABIN PRO
There are cabin, elevator, ceiling and wall types.
It starts to work when living things are not in the
environment.
There is a time setting according to the size of the area.
It has double sensors.
Sterilisation process takes place before the use of
elevators.
HTL SUN UV disinfects and
kills all kinds of germs and
viruses.
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A powerful alternative to sterilization: UV STERILISATION

HTL SUN UVGI

FOOTED ECO
It is used to sterilize the environment in offices,
meeting rooms, hotel rooms, hospital rooms,
school classrooms, branches.

It starts to work when living things are not in the
environment.

There is a time setting according to the size of the
area.

It has double sensors.UV sterilization is

recommended twice a day, at noon and in the
evening.

It can be used after each use in empty spaces.
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A powerful alternative to sterilization: UV STERILISATION

HTL SUN UVGI

Do not be afraid of CORONA!
VİRÜS, BAKTERİ, KÜF
VE MİKROPLARI

DİKKAT! İNSAN VARKEN
ÇALIŞTIRMAYINIZ.

COVID-19

-Açma düğmesine basınız
ve ortamı terk ediniz.
-Ürün ortam terk edildikten
belli süre sonra otomatik
çalışacaktır.
-Dünya Sağlık Örgütüne
göre Ultraviyole ışınlara
doğrudan uzun süre
maruz kalmak sağlığa
zararlıdır.
-Sensörlüdür. Çalışırken
insan ve evcil hayvan
ortama girerse kapanır.

CORONAVIRUS'Ü
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For hospitals and hotels.

It starts to work when living things are not in the environment.
There is a time setting according to the size of the area.
It has three sensors. It has three lamps.

HTL SUN

UVGI

Before each use in rooms in hospitals / hotels
used to sterilize the environment.

According to the World Health Organization and the Ministry of
Health, it should be used in the absence of people.

360
There is a time setting according to the size of the field.
It has sensor. It stops when a person enters the
environment.

UV before every new patient entry in hospitals
sterilization is recommended.

In hotels, UV sterilization is recommended before every
new customer enters the room.

It can be used after each use in empty spaces.

Wavelength Spectrum of Light

TECHNICAL IMAGES

Ultraviolet or ultraviolet light, which is an effective solution in

environment sterilization, is called "UV" for short. The

wavelength of UV radiation is in the range of 100 nm to 400 nm.

This radiation is invisible to the eye because our eyes perceive

wavelengths, called visible light, in the range of 400 nm to 700

nm. Since we perceive the lowest visible radiation as purple, the

region smaller than purple light is called "ultraviolet".

Within the UV spectrum, the UV-C range is considered to be the

strongest UV radiation readily absorbed by DNA, RNA and

proteins. This range is often referred to as an antiseptic due to its

high sterilization efficiency against bacteria and viruses.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS OF THE
PRODUCTS
Radiation : 180 degree

Warranty : 2 Years For Electronic and
Exterior part

Warranty Bulb : 1 Year

Bulb Life : 9000 Hours

Presence Sensor : Exists
Insurance : Exists

Recommended Bulb : Philips/Osram 36 Watt UVGI
Replaceable Cable : Exists
Time Setting : Exists

Wavelength : UVGI 253,7(254)

Mounting Apparatus : Exists
User Guide : Exists

CE Approval : Exists
Manufacturer Company : Exists
Production Certificate

Corona Test Certificate : Exists

UV-GI 254 nm radiation damages DNA.

Areas of Usage
UV-GI 254 nm radiation damages DNA. UV Sterilization
Technology; Ultraviolet technology for water, air and surface Ceilings and Walls, Elevators, Schools, Cabins,
Hospitals, Cafes, Restaurants, Hotels, Banks,
sterilization is based on the antiseptic effect of UV-GI
Notary, Places of worship, Markets, Shopping
radiation. UV sterilization technology can be applied for air
Malls, Offices, Clinics, Cinemas, Airports,
and surface sterilization applications. The biggest advantages
Workplaces, Liquid fuel Stations, WC-Washbasins,
of this technology: It offers high efficiency against a wide
Homes…etc.
variety of microorganisms, including those resistant to chlorine
(viruses and protozoa oocytes). UV systems are effective and
easy to use; no special operational safety measures are
required. To ensure personnel safety in the area where UV is
used; It should be applied when there are no people or
animals in the environment.
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